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AccuMark® Professional Edition
Software Release Notice
February 2020 / 13.0.0

Release Contents
This release contains
•

One AccuMark media USB drive / software download in zip file
The software may be downloaded from the Gerber Technology website (GerberNET)
For details see the section “Software Installation Instructions”

•

Electronic documents: AccuMark PE Software Release Notice for 13.0.0, AccuMark PE Configuration
Notes and AccuMark PE What’s New

•

For New Installations and possibly for Upgrades (depending on the version)
One hardware security dongle for perpetual software, subscriptions use soft licensing

The media and software download contain the full set of executable files and the installation program for
the AccuMark Professional Edition System and is marked as:
AccuMark Family
V 13.0.0
February 2020
NOTE: Beginning with AccuMark Version 10, the software requires a new security key if using a
perpetual license. If you updated your key to the new style device for V10.0, you will need a simple
update file for the key. You will need an update for V12.1.0 even if you previously updated the license to
prior versions. Contact your local service representative for more information.
Refer to the documents “AccuMarkV10Licensing” and “AccuMarkV10NetworkLicensing” in the
Training Docs - AccuMark IT Manual folder for information about key contents, generating update
requests and applying updated files.
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Introduction
Welcome to the AccuMark Family software. AccuMark software is the standard for pattern design, grading
and marker making/nesting in the apparel, transportation interiors, furniture and industrial fabrics
industries. It is used by thousands of companies worldwide in more than 24 languages.
There are different AccuMark software products including Professional, Advanced and Image Edition.
Advanced Edition will satisfy the needs of first-time automation users and Professional Edition for the
seasoned CAD user. Image Edition provides graphic designers with placement tools for textile and trim
images on AccuMark pattern pieces to drive digital printing processes. For more information, please visit
www.gerbertechnology.com
Supported Windows Operating Systems for AccuMark v13.0.0
Beginning with AccuMark v12.1.0 and HIGHER, only Windows 10, 64 Bit is supported.
• Windows 10 Professional, 64 Bit
• Windows 10 Enterprise, 64 Bit
Unsupported Windows Operating Systems
The following operating systems are not supported for AccuMark Family software. While you may be able
to install this software, it is possible you will experience technical problems. Home Edition of any OS is
not supported for AccuMark due to file sharing/permissions limitations restricted by Microsoft.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

ALL non-Microsoft operating systems including but not limited to:
Mac*, Mac OS X*, iOS* - see section “AccuMark Family products running on MAC
computers” below
Linux, Linux distributions, Android
Windows ME
Windows XP
Windows 95 and Windows 98
Windows NT
Windows 2000
Windows Vista, all versions
Windows 7 Home Premium, Home Basic, and Starter
Home or Consumer Editions of any operating system
Windows 7, all editions
Windows 8.0 and 8.1, all editions
Windows 10, home edition
Windows 10, 32 bit

•

Non-released operating systems (Technical Preview, Insider Preview, or any preview version
of operating systems)

•

NOTE: Only officially released Operating Systems (and updates) are supported. AccuMark is
not supported on any Technical, Advanced, or Insider Preview Operating System. AccuMark
is not supported as part of participation in the Microsoft Technical or Insider Preview
community.

•

All versions of Windows 8: Windows 8 X86 and X64 Consumer Versions, Windows 8 Pro,
X86 and X64*, Windows 8 Enterprise, X86 and X64*, RT (tablet PC operating system)

NOTE: In addition to the above unsupported OS, for AccuMark v12.1.0 all Windows OS other than
Windows 10 with 64 Bit architecture, are not supported, which includes Windows 7 and Windows 8.1.
© 2020 Gerber Technology LLC All Rights Reserved.
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Virtualization, remote connections, and redirection software are not officially supported by the AccuMark
Family software due to the need to make contact with software security devices.

AccuMark Family products running on MAC computers
Minimal testing has been done with running AccuMark Family Products on MAC computers using
Parallels* and BootCamp*. These environments has not been fully tested, and users may run into
difficulties or complications.
While we did not come across issues using AccuMark Family applications on these MAC – OS
environments on supported hardware, and you may also find that it runs without significant problems note that Gerber does not officially support these MAC - OS environments. It is recommended that you
should only attempt this configuration if you have someone on your team proficient in using these tools
and configurations, you will not be able to receive support assistance for unsupported environments.
If you want official support, please stay with the currently supported operating systems as listed in the
Release Notes.
* Parallels is a desktop virtualization software that allows Microsoft Windows, Linus and Google Chrome
operating systems and applications to run on an Apple MAC computer.
* Boot Camp is a multi boot utility that assists users in installing Microsoft Windows operating systems on
Intel-based Macintosh computers.

Microsoft operating support information
To search for the support dates from Microsoft visit Microsoft Lifecycle Policy webpage:
http://support.microsoft.com/lifecycle/search/

A Comprehensive Guide to Microsoft End of Support
Refer to http://www.mirazon.com/a-comprehensive-guide-to-microsoft-end-of-support/

This list below is in reference to the use of these operating systems with AccuMark Family software:
Microsoft ended mainstream support for Windows 7 on January 13, 2015, extended support will end
January 14, 2020
Microsoft ended support of Windows 8 in January 2016.
Windows 8.1 falls under the same lifecycle policy as Windows 8, and will reach end of Mainstream
Support on January 9, 2018, and end of Extended Support on January 10, 2023
Microsoft officially ended support of Windows XP in April 2014 (mainstream support ended 4/14/2009,
extended support ended 4/8/2014), so moving forward, new versions of AccuMark are no longer
supported on this operating system.
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Microsoft officially ended support of Windows Vista in April 2017 (mainstream support ended 4/10/2012,
extended support ends 4/11/2017), so moving forward, new versions of AccuMark are no longer
supported on this operating system.

Microsoft operating support information in relation to AccuMark Family software
Notes: AccuMark V8.2.2 and earlier releases are not compatible with Windows Vista, Windows 7
Windows 8, Windows 8.1 and Windows 10.
Windows Vista support was introduced for AccuMark V8.3 through AccuMark V9.0, providing the
system meets the minimum requirements. Support for Windows Vista ended with AccuMark 9.0
Windows 7 support was introduced for AccuMark V8.4 and higher, providing the system meets the
minimum requirements.
Windows 8 support was introduced for AccuMark V8.5.1 and higher, providing the system meets the
minimum requirements.
Support for Windows 8.1 with updates is introduced in AccuMark V10.0.0
Windows 10 support is introduced for AccuMark V10.1.0 and higher, providing the system meets the
minimum requirements.
SPECIAL NOTE FOR ACCUMARK v12.1 and higher ONLY WINDOWS 10, 64 BIT IS SUPPORTED
FOR THESE RELEASES.
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System Requirements
•
•
•
•
•

•

Adjust the power switch on the back of the computer in accordance to the local power settings (either
115 VAC or 220 VAC).
All systems require a mouse or compatible pointing device and a standard keyboard.
While in the past, a DVD drive was needed for installing software, the installation moving forward
from v12.1.0 will be provided on a USB drive, if media is requested. The software can also be
downloaded from the GT software download website.
System settings for Colors must be set higher than 256 Colors.
USB port for the security dongle (key) for workstation (standalone) security and for Network security
keys. Network connection for Concurrent or Networked security. Assure that the USB ports for the
security key is set to not go to sleep. Refer to the documents “AccuMarkV10Licensing” and
“AccuMarkV10NetworkLicensing” in the Training Docs - AccuMark IT Manual folder for details.
Serial connections for digitizers/plotters/Silhouette tables. If the system does not have a native serial
connection, we recommend adding a serial card compatible with the system hardware.
Note: USB to parallel port devices do not generally work with parallel security dongles. It is
recommended to request a Gerber USB security dongle replacement. USB security keys are
recommended.
USB to serial converter cables may not work properly with peripheral devices.

•

You must be logged on as an administrator to properly install the software. You may not be
fully able to uninstall an application under Windows if you are not logged on with the same privileges
that you had when you installed the application. For further details please refer to the Configuration
Notes for Windows.

•

Latest Service Packs: AccuMark software installations require that you have the latest windows
service packs installed before proceeding with the installation of AccuMark software.

•

Windows Updates: see the section entitled “NOTE: Only officially released Operating Systems
(and updates) are supported.” for detailed information.

•

.Net Framework: Beginning with AccuMark 10.0.0 .Net Framework version 4 or higher is installed
automatically if it is not already installed. Do not uninstall this required Microsoft software.

•

A browser is used for some AccuMark reports. If you are using Internet Explorer 11, be sure that it
has its latest updates. You can select to let IE automatically install updates through Settings – About
Internet Explorer and clicking-on the option “Install new versions automatically”.

•

The use of disk compression utilities is not recommended.

•

Refer to the appropriate Release Notes for compatible optional equipment (plotters, digitizers,
networks, etc.). Not all hardware manufacturers release drivers immediately for new operating
systems. Please confirm drivers are available prior to upgrading your operating system.

•

User Documentation in XPS file format (XML Paper Specification). XPS files are opened with
Microsoft XPS Viewer, included in Windows 7, Windows 8.1 and Internet Explorer 6 or higher.

Refer to the document “TroubleshootingVirusScansWithAccuMark” for information about known
issues with certain virus protection software and other items that may prevent AccuMark software from
installing, running, or functioning properly.
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The most up to date information on Virus Scanning interactions and malware can be found in the Gerber
Technology Technical Library. We recommend users and IT personnel who work with Gerber software
request an account on the Gerber Technology website to ensure access to the most current information
on all our software products.
Auto-Uninstall of Previous AccuMark software
If you run the installation of AccuMark version 10.30 or later and have a previous version of AccuMark
software, the installation will first remove the previous version. If your system does not meet the minimum
operating system requirements, do not proceed with the installation. You may return to a previous version
by re-installing that software.
If your system has trouble with the auto-uninstall, it is recommended to manually uninstall the previous
release using the Add/Remove Programs from the Control Panel then proceed with the installation of the
new software (do not use the Repair option, this may not always work).

Required User Permissions
There are many permutations and combinations of user permissions that an administrator can implement.
The AccuMark installation does not override security permissions (does not take ownership). Since an
administrator can create registry keys at most levels, it is required that a user with administrator privileges
perform all setups. You may want to check the permissions of AccuMark Family data and application
areas if users are having problems with data or programs.
The installation of AccuMark Family Products sets administrator privileges for the Users group to
AccuMark data (storage areas), its program directories and registry entries. Setting Permissions provides
the ability for non-administrator users to access Gerber data and applications.
The following lists the folder and registry locations where it is best to grant Full Control permissions for
users’ logins who will be running the AccuMark software (these locations are specific to AccuMark
environments and will not interfere with other company settings):
Folder locations:
• C:\userroot
• C:\acmkmrbin
• C: \program files
(these were previously in)
C:\program files (X86)\Gerber Technology (for 64-bit) -OR- C:\program
files\Gerber Technology (for 32-bit)
• C:\program files\common files
(these were previously in)
C:\program files (X86)\Common files\Gerber Technology (for 64-bit) -ORC:\program files\Common files\Gerber Technology (for 32-bit)
• IF using networked plotters, then the location(s) of the networked plotter queues
• IF using networked digitizing, then the location used for the digitized files
• IF using shared Batch queue(s), then the location for the batch queue files
Registry locations:
• HKEY_CURRENT_USER\software\gerber
• HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Gerber
(these are entries that were previously in)
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\software\gerber (for 32-bit) –ORHKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\software\wow6432node\gerber (for 64-bit)
NOTE: AccuMark 3D has additional hardware requirements, please refer to the Release Notes for
this product addition to view these.
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Windows 10 64 Bit System Requirements
For basic operating system hardware requirements, please refer to the Microsoft website for details
related to each. In addition to the minimum outlined requirements by Microsoft:
For use with AccuMark:
Hardware
Processor Speed
Hard Disk Capacity
Memory

Minimum
Core i-5 -3550S
3.7 GHz or higher
120+ GB
8+ GB

Recommended
Core i7 2400
3.1 GHz or higher
240+ GB (SSD)
16+ GB

Service Packs

current

current

Additional Requirements
For information about running AccuMark Family products on MAC, see the section “AccuMark
Family products running on MAC computers” above.
On Windows 10 systems right-click on the Start icon, type “windows updates” then click on “Check for
updates”. Note that this requires an Internet connection.
NOTE: Not all hardware manufacturers release drivers immediately for new operating systems. Please
confirm drivers are available for all hardware being used with your AccuMark system prior to upgrading to
Windows 10.
To check for device compatibility, visit your device manufacturer’s website
Note: For individual product restrictions/known limitations, please refer to the specific product’s Release
Notes, for example, the AccuNest or AccuScan Release Notes.
NOTE: AccuMark 3D has additional hardware requirements, please refer to the Release Notes for
this product addition to view these. Additionally, AccuMark 3D requires that the Operating System
be 64-bit.
If you use Measurement Charts and/or Model Notes, you must have 64 Bit MS Office.

Additional information from Microsoft related to MS Office
Office ProPlus and Office 2019 will now be installed with 64-bit as the default setting.
Previously, the default setting was 32-bit at installation. This change began in mid-January, 2019.
After this change takes place, the 64-bit version of Office will automatically be installed unless you
explicitly select the 32-bit version before beginning the installation process.
If you install the 64-bit version, but wanted the 32-bit version instead, you must first uninstall the 64-bit
version before installing the 32-bit version. The same is true if you installed the 32-bit version but want to
install the 64-bit
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NOTE: Only officially released Operating Systems and system updates are
supported.
AccuMark is not supported on any Technical, Advanced, or Insider Preview Operating System. AccuMark
is not supported as part of participation in the Microsoft Technical or Insider Preview community.
We recommend to avoid upgrading Windows 10 to Insider Preview builds, and only use them for testing,
on dedicated test machines as Microsoft preview builds are still in development phase and are not stable.
For example, a beta version of AccuMark software experienced an “Internal Envelope Error
E0003” error with Windows 10 build 10586. The prior Windows 10 build 10240 worked well.
If at any time you experience such a problem after an automatic update to Windows 10, while the
software performed without error before the Windows Update, rolling back an update may correct
the problem.
IF your AccuMark “all of a sudden” no longer functions as usual, check the windows update history. You
can research the updates that are listed to see what is contained in the update.
NOTE: at times windows update may require a reboot. If your system is setup to allow an automatic
reboot, and you have any AccuMark applications open, you may lose changes or updates that you were
making, or possibly lose data. It is best to pick a time to install and reboot your system, leaving you in
better control and less chance of any data loss.
To determine which version of Windows 10 is on the system:
• Right-click on the Start menu
• Click on Command Prompt
• Type: winver followed by the enter key. You will see a dialog similar to this:

© 2020 Gerber Technology LLC All Rights Reserved.
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AccuMark Supported SQL Versions
SQL 2016 Server and Express is now support for AccuMark Family of products starting with V10.4.
Consult Microsoft websites for specific software and hardware requirements for running SQL 2016.
SQL 2016 can be used just like our other supported SQL versions for your AccuMark storage areas and
optional CAD Relational Database.
SQL storage areas have the advantages of creating subfolders to further organized your data. You can
also set various permissions for your SQL storage areas including allowing or denying users to create or
delete storage areas. Permissions can also be set on a data level, like the ability to read or write data
within storage areas. In addition, explicit read and write access for data item types can be defined using
the AccuMark SQL Manager.

Using SQL Server and Express for AccuMark storage areas
AccuMark data can be optionally stored in SQL storage area databases instead of or in addition to the
userroot-type storage areas. These SQL databases are equipped to look and feel the same as userroot
storage with several advantages:
•
•
•
•
•

Eliminates the potential for file-locking problems that can occur across networks as with version 8
and version 8 userroot-type storage areas
The recommended limit for data is up to 100,000 data items per data type
Allows the ability to create sub-storage areas or sub-folders
Allows the ability to set allow or deny permissions to individual storage areas
Allows the ability to set read or write permissions to individual data types

NOTE: We are continuing to make speed
improvements for AccuMark SQL storage areas.
With this starting with AccuMark V10.3, SQL Support
will validate that the user is connecting to only our
supported SQL versions.
If the user tries to connect to an unsupported SQL
version, a message will appear informing the user and
they will not be allowed to connect to those SQL
device(s).
This is to help prevent the user from encountering
SQL errors or data issues with unsupported SQL
versions.
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Supported SQL Versions for AccuMark software:

AccuMark Version

SQL Version

AM V8.5.1

SQL 2005, SQL 2005 Express, SQL 2008, and SQL 2008 Express
SQL 2005, SQL 2005 Express, SQL 2008, and SQL 2008 Express,
SQL 2012, SQL 2012 Express
SQL 2008 R2, and SQL 2008 R2 Express, SQL 2012, SQL 2012 Express, SQL
2014, SQL 2014 Express
SQL 2008 R2, and SQL 2008 R2 Express, SQL 2012 and SQL 2012 Express, SQL
2014 and SQL 2014 Express, SQL 2016 and SQL 2016 Express
SQL 2008 R2, and SQL 2008 R2 Express, SQL Server 2012 and SQL 2012 Express
with Service Pack 3, SQL 2014 and SQL 2014 Express, SQL 2016 and SQL 2016
Express, SQL 2017 Server and SQL 2017 Express
SQL Server 2012 and SQL 2012 Express with Service Pack 3, SQL 2014 and SQL
2014 Express, SQL 2016 and SQL 2016 Express, SQL 2017 Server and SQL 2017
Express

AM 9.0.0
AM 10.0.0/10.1.0,
10.2.0 and 10.3.0
AM 10.4.0
AM 11.0.0, 11.1.0,
and 12.0.0
12.1.0, 12.2.0,
13.0.0

It is highly recommended to install the latest service packs and updates for SQL and SQL Express.
Refer to the Microsoft websites for information regarding the hardware and software requirements for the
various versions of SQL. Localized versions of SQL Server are available and should correspond to your
local language version operating system. Verify that your operating system settings match the language
of the localized SQL Server or SQL Express being installed.
If you are storing data in a native language, for example saving AccuMark data items with Chinese data
names, then you will most likely need the corresponding version of SQL that can handle the language
characters. Consult the Microsoft documentation for details and specifications.
NOTE: SQL 2012, SQL 2014, SQL 2016 are not supported for AccuMark Family V8.5X or earlier
It is highly recommended to use the same version of SQL for all systems that will be accessing the same
storage areas for compatibility purposes.

SQL in Microsoft Operating System Versions
This is from the Microsoft support page (https://support.microsoft.com/en-us/kb/2681562):
Minimum SQL Server version requirements for Windows 10: Before you install SQL Server on a computer
that is running Windows 10, you must make sure that you fulfill the following minimum requirements, as
appropriate for your situation.
• For SQL Server 2014, you must apply SQL Server 2014 Service Pack 1 or a later update. For
more information, see How to obtain the latest service pack for SQL Server 2014.
• For SQL Server 2012, you must apply SQL Server 2012 Service Pack 2 or a later update. For
more information, see How to obtain the latest service pack for SQL Server 2012.
o Note Please check known setup issues when you install SQL Server 2012 on Windows
10.
• For SQL Server 2008 R2 SQL Server 2008 R2 is not supported on Windows 10.
• For SQL Server 2008 SQL Server 2008 is not supported on Windows 10.
This list below is in reference to the use of these SQL version with AccuMark Family software. If you are
using one of these versions, now is the ideal time to upgrade, modernize and transform to current
versions of SQL Server:
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Microsoft officially ended support of SQL 2000 in April 2013 (mainstream support ended 4/8/2008,
extended support ended 4/9/2013), so moving forward, new versions of AccuMark no longer support
using SQL Server 2000 or SQL 2000 Express editions.
Microsoft officially ended support of SQL 2005 in April 2016 (mainstream support ended 4/12/2011,
extended support ends 4/12/2016), so moving forward, new versions of AccuMark no longer support
using SQL Server 2005 or SQL 2005 Express editions.
Microsoft will continue to provide technical support, including security updates, for both SQL Server 2008
and SQL Server 2008 R2 until July 9, 2019.
SQL Server 2012 Service Pack 3 "mainstream support" ends on July 11, 2017. Extended support ends
July 12, 2022.
Below is a chart of SQL versions used with AccuMark and their respective support dates:

© 2020 Gerber Technology LLC All Rights Reserved.
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SQL in AccuMark Versions
•

SQL Server 2000 or MSDE 2000 support was introduced for AccuMark version 8.1
o

•
•
•
•
•
•

NOTE: MSDE is not supported in Windows operating systems newer than Windows XP

SQL Server 2005 or SQL 2005 Express support was introduced for AccuMark version 8.2
SQL Server 2008 or SQL 2008 Express support was introduced for AccuMark version 8.3.1
SQL Server 2012 or SQL 2012 Express support was introduced for AccuMark version 9.0
SQL Server 2014 or SQL 2014 Express support was introduced for AccuMark version 10.0
SQL Server 2016 or SQL 2016 Express support was introduced for AccuMark version 10.4
SQL Server 2017 or SQL 2017 Express support was introduced for AccuMark version 11.0

NOTE: Consideration should be used for using the Express versions. Having over 5 users access the
express version and you may start to experience slower response times, more than 20 storage areas and
you may start to experience slower response times.
NOTE: AccuMark SQL Manager application that allows you to set additional permissions or restrictions
on AccuMark data types may require the SQL Server Backwards Compatibility Components to be
installed. These components are needed for SQL 2008, SQL 2012, SQL 2014, and SQL 2016 versions.
For details on how to obtain and install the backwards compatibility components, refer to the AccuMark
document called “SQLServer2005BackwardCompatibilityComponents” that is available in the AccuMark
Training Docs, AccuMark IT Manual.
NOTE: SQL storage areas Subfolders were implemented in AccuMark V8.2 and WebPDM 5.1 release.
There are enhancements in this software version that may need to update entries written by AccuMark
into an existing CAD relational database. If you are using an existing CAD relational database it is
recommended to run the “Sync Relational Data…” from the AccuMark Explorer File Options menu in the
Advanced Storage Area tab to update the relational database with these improvements. Newly stored
data entries will automatically populate these enhanced fields. Running Sync Relational Data ensures all
entries are current. Refer to the Training Docs Manuals documents for setup and additional detailed
information for the various SQL versions that are supported by the AccuMark Family of products. For
details related to the enhanced CAD relational database, see the document “RDBMSTableVariablesUpdated by AM” located in the AccuMark IT Manual\SQL\CAD RDBMS folder.
Case Insensitive Collation
SQL Servers for use as an AccuMark server need to be installed as a Case Insensitive collation (the
default) to work properly. If a case sensitive collation is selected (requires extra effort) the AccuMark
clients will have issues connecting.
By default, SQL Server (in Latin languages) installs as a case insensitive collation, for example
SQL_Latin1_general_CP1_CI_AS. If the default collation is accepted, everything is fine. However, if the
collation setting is changed to case sensitive, such as SQL_Latin1_General_CP1_CS_AS at install time,
AccuMark will not be able to create storage areas, and will not be able to populate the CAD Relational
Database (RDBMS).
If a trace is done, the error shown will be: Must declare the scalar variable “@model_type”. This also
occurs for variables @marker_type and Return_Code. The issue is in the pGetCADCatID SQL script, the
variables are declared with a casing that differs from the casing used in the code. This causes a problem
in the case sensitive collation situation.
Please note there are probably other scripts with similar issues. A SQL trace will diagnose this issue
easily.
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Software Installation Instructions
AccuMark software installed files have been consolidated into fewer folders, making the install simpler
and more efficient. The installation will check for various system requirements as listed above in this
document. If the system does not meet certain requirements the user will not be allowed to proceed with
the installation and will not uninstall the previous version of software.
Installation methods
A standard installation (Invoked using “Autorun.exe) and a silent installation are provided for users. You
can use the standard installation where the user will be notified of the steps being performed and
prompted to proceed to the next dialog and installation step. There is a ‘silent’ install option that can be
used to skip the dialog prompts and proceed with a no-click installation.
The new silent install provides the user with an installation with minimal user interaction. It will proceed to
install the selected software without prompting the user to answer or requiring them to continuously click
“Next” to continue. This makes for a swift “no answer” installation that can also be used with deployment
tools. See the section entitled “Silent Installation” for more details.
The following instructions are for the method initiated through the standard installation via autorun:

SOFTWARE DOWNLOAD
The AccuMark software can optionally be downloaded from Gerber’s website. Go to
www.gerbertechnology.com click the "Software Downloads" link under the "Customer Support" section
from the Gerber Technology main page. Once you log in to the software downloads area, click on the
AccuMark link to see the list of software available.
You must unzip and extract all contents prior to installation (do not try to install from within
the zipped folder). The files should be extracted into a short path, if you get errors similar to “path
too long” then copy the files into a folder without such a long path name. Double-click the
"autorun.exe" file to launch the AccuMark html installation page.
NOTE: do not use setup.exe, you may use autorun.exe, install.exe or silentinstall.exe to start the
installation.
A link to GerberNET,
http://www.gerberscientific.net/GT/eService/SoftwareDownloads/SoftwareLibrary.aspx
Additional applications such as MTM, AccuNest, AccuScan, and AccuPlan are included with the
professional software media but must be installed separately, and are separate purchasable
items.
Security Key (dongle)
Be sure you have the new security key required for AccuMark before installing. This was a new style key
beginning with V10. If this is the first installation on the system, it is recommended to attach the key after
the software is installed. The HASP drivers for the new security are installed with the software.
Sometimes if you attach a new device onto your system before the related drivers are appropriately
installed, you system may try to find drivers on its own, and they may not work properly.
IMPORTANT!
Clock Date and Time
It is extremely important to check the date and time BEFORE proceeding with the installation of the
software. Turning back the clock once the software has been installed and running is strongly
discouraged!
© 2020 Gerber Technology LLC All Rights Reserved.
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Installing AccuMark Release 13.0.0
IMPORTANT: Close any AccuMark Family related programs and processes before installing the software.
While the installation will try to close any currently opened AccuMark Family applications, its success may
depend on how your system is set up and allowed to terminate applications by non-user-initiated
software.
Your system must meet the minimal requirements for the installation to proceed. A check is initiated at
installation and the user will be notified in the system does not meet the test requirement. If your system
meets the requirement but displays a prompt that it’s unsupported, you may be running in compatibility
mode. For more information, refer to the section below entitled “Check Compatibility Mode” for details.
No Previous Version of AccuMark installed
Simply follow the Steps to Install below.
Previous Version of AccuMark 10.x, 9.x or 8.x installed
If a previous version of AccuMark is installed, it will automatically be uninstalled prior to installing this
version of AccuMark software. A dialog box is displayed informing the user that the previous software will
be uninstalled when the current installation is started. Just the program files are uninstalled, any user data
or settings from previous versions will be preserved.

Steps to Install (standard installation)
1. Start the install by clicking “Autorun.exe”:
a) From USB media: Insert the USB for the AccuMark Family software into an available
USB port.
On most Windows systems setup will automatically start the installation when the media
is attached. If you need to initiate the installation, click on the autorun.exe in the root of
the media or in the root of the extracted files.
Then click on the option for “Run autorun.exe”:

b) From Software Download: Extract the installation files.
You will need to extract all the files before proceeding with the install (you will not be able
to install from within the zip file).
It is also recommended to extract into a short folder path, otherwise you may reach
windows limitations for the lengths of the paths being used.
Locate the folder where the software was downloaded and saved to disk. Double-click on
autorun.exe to initiate the installation.

The AccuMark Family installation screen displays with choices for installing the different
products of the AccuMark Family.

3. Click the AccuMark icon to Install AccuMark software.
If you receive a message stating you are trying to install on an unsupported operating system,
first check the System Requirements to be sure that your system meets these requirements. If
your system is listed in the supported operating systems, then see the section “Check
Compatibility Mode”
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4. Prerequisites: You may be prompted to install any required Prerequisites which are needed
for AccuMark software applications to run properly. AccuMark Family Prerequisites can
include Software Security Drivers, .NET software, Microsoft OLE DB Drivers, Microsoft ODBC
Drivers, and/or the Problem and Enhancement Report Utility.
a) If you are installing the AccuMark software for the first time, or if you are upgrading from
a previous version you will be prompted to update the software security driver versions.
Select OK to continue with the required prerequisites.
b) If your operating system does not have .NET 4.0 installed, it will be installed for you. You
may be prompted to reboot during the prerequisite installation. Click Yes to allow the
system to reboot and the installation will resume.

5. You may select an alternate destination directory when prompted, or simply accept the
default folder.
6. For a standard installation select Typical. Selecting the Typical Setup type will assure all
required applications and files are installed.
7. Sample storage area(s) are installed with AccuMark version 10.3.0. IF these storage areas
already exist on the system, they will not be overwritten. If you wish to get new copies of
these sample storage areas, then you must first delete them before installing the software.
The sample storage areas are all userroot version 9 storage areas and include: 3DDemoFiles, 3DSAMPLES, DATA90, SIL2000-V9.
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8. The installation will launch a subsequent install for the Problem Report Utility for new
installations or if updates have been made to these applications. The Problem Report Utility
provides the ability to send electronic reports to GT.
9. On new installations a license agreement is displayed. Read and accept the terms of the
agreement.
10. The security permission program is started at the end of the install to set administrator
privileges for the Users group to AccuMark data (storage areas) and program directories.
Setting Permissions provides the ability for non-administrator users to access Gerber data
and applications.
11. You can optionally view the Release Notes and What’s New documents at the end of the
installation, which will open the Release Notes using an XPS or PDF viewer.
12. When the installation has completed, select Yes to restart your computer, if prompted.
You may also be required to reboot during installation if Windows Updates were pending prior to the
installation of the AccuMark software.
Prerequisite Information
The List of Prerequisites that will be installed during an AccuMark update can vary depending on what
you already have installed, and these usually require a reboot. The AccuMark installation should
automatically continue after the reboot.
AccuMark Product Versions
You must update all your AccuMark Products on your computer to ensure each program is the same
version. Do not mix 13.0.0 with any other earlier software versions on the same computer!
Silent Installation
New for AccuMark Family products is the “Silent Install”, an alternate installation with minimal user
interaction. It will proceed to install the selected software without prompting the user to answer or
requiring them to continuously click “Next” to continue. This makes for a swift “no answer” installation that
can also be used with deployment tools. AccuMark software installed files have been consolidated into
fewer folders, making the install simpler and more efficient.
The “Silent Install” is available for each of the products on the media (software download), and will need
to be run separately. This can greatly enhance your IT department’s ability to use the new silent install to
update user’s systems.
To use the silent install for a product, simply browse to the AccuMark Family installation media, then into
the desired product’s folder. The silent install will use all the default selections, for example – it will install
into the default C: drive location. To run the silent install, simply double-click on SilentInstall.exe. There is
an ‘answer’ file associated with each installation and the choices during installation can be modified.
For complete silent installation details and instructions on how to modify the answer file, refer to the
documents “SilentInstall.xps” and “SilentInstall.txt” in the Training Docs\AccuMark IT Manual that are
available through the “AccuMark V12” icon on the desktop or on the software media or software
download.
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Silent Installation and Windows Defender
Windows Defender may interrupt the installation with a prompt saying it protected your PC and that it
thinks our installation is an unrecognized application and put you at risk.

If you encounter this dialog, click on the “More info” link and it will then present a subsequent dialog
where you can choose to continue with the installation – click on the “Run anyway” button:
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License Agreement
When you run the AccuMark system for the first time after installing the software an approval of the
licensing agreement is necessary. Once the affirmative response has been entered, the licensing
agreement will not display again for the current user. It is very important for users to read and
understand the terms of use for any software being installed.

Directory Structure
The installation creates the C:\USERROOT directory structure, which contains the data, required by the
system. The default program files are located in the subdirectories under c:\program files\Gerber
Technology, unless a different destination is chosen during the installation.
AccuMark version 9 and higher allows you to create V9 Storage Areas and these areas display each data
item name individually. DO NOT use any application other than AccuMark to manipulate these individual
data items, including but not limited to using Windows Explorer to copy, move, delete, rename any
individual data item. DATA CORRUPTION and DATA LOSS will occur.

Security Key or Dongle
AccuMark Products use a hardware security key (dongle) to license and protect the software. Version
12.2.0 software will not run on a system that does not have access to a security key or a networked
license server.
The AccuMark key for version 10 was new for that software version. Updating from a prior version
required a physical key exchange. For V12.1.0 a new license file must be applied to that key.
If additional features ever need to be added to the key, the key can be updated with an update code.
Instructions to update the key using a code can be found in a document located in the Training docs
folder on the media.

Standalone or Workstation Licensing
If you are using a workstation system with its own local security key, attach the security key (dongle) to
the parallel or USB port of the PC or workstation. Be sure that Fast User Switching is disabled for the
computers.
Network or Concurrent Licensing
Network Based License Security requires that the computer be dedicated to providing security for all the
licensed workstations. If you have network license server that provides security for AccuMark
workstations, be sure the server is set to a mode that does not “sleep” for power savings. The server must
be on and accessible at all times the workstations are using AccuMark applications. This includes all the
USB and parallel ports on the server as well as the server computer as well. (Port for the security key)
Failure of the server to maintain continual contact with the AccuMark workstations will produce
applications errors, security errors, and even possible data modification loss if the AccuMark is attempting
to store data when the connection is interrupted.
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It is vital that the network license server maintain communication with the workstations so it must be
dedicated to providing this contact. Be sure other high processing demand software such as AccuNest,
AccuMark, MTM or Winplot software is not running on the license server as an additional AccuMark,
nesting or plotting workstation.
All other high demand software including but not limited to communication software (Voice over Internet
server software or phone/messaging/voicemail software) also requires substantial computer resources
and should not be run on the Network License Server computer.
Failure to observe these guidelines will result in workstations losing connectivity to the licenser server.
This communication disruption will cause the AccuMark applications to have security errors and even
possible data loss if the disruption prevents data storage.
Be sure that Fast User Switching is disabled for the server and the workstation computers. Fast User
switching can cause Configuration Errors.

Check Compatibility Mode
If you receive this error when you click to install an AccuMark
Family product software:
And your system does meet the system requirements listed
earlier in this document, this check at the start of the install is
detecting that something is set to compatibility mode like for XP.
To fix this error, check if the executables may be set
to some compatibility mode. This could have been
inadvertently selected if the user was prompted with
something like “did this program install correctly”.
To check if the installation executables are set to an
incompatible mode: check the properties of the
following executables: in the main folder of the install
-> autorun.exe, then in the AccuMark folder ->
install.exe and setup.exe.
To do this, right-click on the .exe file and select
Properties. Then click on the Compatibility tab. See if
anything is set here in this dialog. If yes, then reset it
(you can uncheck the option “Run this program in
compatibility mode for:”.
If that does not work, you can try selecting this option
and then selecting your appropriate operating
system.
Click on "Change settings for all users" button.
If you're still having problems with the install, then try
the "Run compatibility troubleshooter" and see if it
comes up with any information.
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Starting AccuMark Professional Edition Components
Start the AccuMark applications from the Start menu by selecting AccuMark Explorer, PDS or
Easy Marking. Or easily start AccuMark Explorer, Pattern Design, or Easy Marking from the
Desktop by double clicking an application icon.

Support/Problem Reporting Procedure
Customer Service support hours are from 8am until 7pm Eastern Standard Time. If you have a
question or encounter a problem, please contact GT’s Customer Service Department. Our toll
free number 1-800-321-2448 can be called during support hours from anywhere in North
America. International customers please contact your local Gerber Office or Agent and Distributor
for assistance.

Problem and Enhancement Report Utility (PERU)
The Problem and Enhancement Report Utility is a useful tool for submitting
improvement suggestions and issues you may encounter. It is automatically
installed and easily accessible through the icon on your desktop.

Fill in your information and Functional Area on the left that is similar to your topic.
Then enter a quick summary and description (your information will remain sticky, so you only have to
fill this out once):

Depending on the email you're using - you may need to adjust the settings. Select File - Properties
then choose the option that is right for you, this picture is for Outlook
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If using something like Gmail - select the SMTP option and Change the Post Office to use the email

provider, for example, for gmail enter“smtp.gmail.com”. Then enter your gmail user name and
password and select OK to save the changes.
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Check that the "Send Problem Reports To: has a "." in the name
Problem.Report@gerbertechnology.com
Select OK.
Then select Send on the next dialog.
If you have problems sending - NOTE the message displayed - it will save the report to a folder on your
system - it will tell you the location it saves the files to NOTE this location so you can find the files
PERU created. Collect those files and reply to this email and we will submit the report for you.

You can also optionally choose to save to file all the time. Select File – Properties and change the option
to “None” then select a location to save the files as highlighted below:

We look forward to your input.
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AccuMark Software Interaction with Virus Scanning Software
AccuMark software installations in some instances have not proceeded as expected when interacting with
particular virus and malware detection software. In some instances, the download or installation from a
DVD or software USB media had files quarantined so when the software was installed, not all the
executables or dlls were actually installed. In other cases the software installed in its entirety but would
not run because security programs blocked application launch.
If the error messages point to a missing file, the antivirus software may have deleted the application
executable, either from the GerberNet AccuMark Software download or after the install when the antivirus
software detects an unknown program.
In this case, the exe will have to be whitelisted before reinstalling the software. It may also help to disable
the antivirus program when downloading from GerberNet and also when installing the software.
Remember, if it is related to a file that was deleted from the download or from the installation, you need to
white list the installation source folder as well.
For future prevention, you can Google the antivirus software name like Kaspersky, with “report false
positive” and then go to the link on how to report false positives. Usually, only customers of the tool can
report the false positive. So, you will have to report the exe’s that are being impacted by your antivirus
software.
Create an exclusion for Gerber software
Be sure to check your virus protection software for specific instructions for making exclusions for Gerber
software. You may need to make exclusions locally on the user’s system and update your corporate
policy. These folders should be listed as trustworthy in the antivirus program.
Folder locations:
• C:\userroot
• C:\acmkmrbin
• C: \program files
(these were previously in)
C:\program files (X86)\Gerber Technology (for 64-bit) -OR- C:\program
files\Gerber Technology (for 32-bit)
• C:\program files\common files
(these were previously in)
C:\program files (X86)\Common files\Gerber Technology (for 64-bit) -ORC:\program files\Common files\Gerber Technology (for 32-bit)
• IF using networked plotters, then the location(s) of the networked plotter queues
• IF using networked digitizing, then the location used for the digitized files
• IF using shared Batch queue(s), then the location for the batch queue files
Be sure all exe’s that were impacted are included in the whitelist. This includes sil2000.exe, medpro.exe,
marking.exe, amxplore.exe and any others that appear in your error messages or Microsoft Event Viewer
Application logs. The AccuMark exe files are included in the above-mentioned folders.
In addition to the issues outlined in the following section, as any Virus detection software
performs automatic updates, issues may arise that did not previously appear.
The Gerber Technology website has a Technical Library that is available for more information, including
any current updates to the following known issues. Users who have credentials to log in to download
software also have access to this documentation source.
https://www.gerberscientific.net/GT/eService/Default.aspx
Refer to the document “TroubleshootingVirusScansWithAccuMark” for additional details and can be
located in the AccuMark Training Docs\AccuMark IT Manual folder.
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Using Standard AccuMark PE Test Data for System
This section describes the procedures for checking the AccuMark Professional Edition system by
using the standard version 9 test data, installed in the DATA90 storage area. The DATA90
storage area will automatically be installed during a typical installation if no other storage area by
that name exists, and may be optionally overwritten if the storage area already exists. It is
recommended for users to create their own storage areas to contain their data (do not use
storage area named DATA90) This area should only be used for training or testing purposes.
DISPLAY A PIECE
Select AccuMark Explorer
1. Select LADIES-BLOUSE-BK and open it in Pattern Design.
2. Bring piece into the work area and select View/Grades sizes.
3. Press right mouse button or cancel functions.
4. Exit Pattern Design.
ORDER A MARKER
Open AccuMark Explorer.
1. Select TESTMARKER then right mouse button Generate Marker.
2. The message Processing order: TESTMARKER should now display on the screen. When
the order has finished processing, the message Processed Successfully should display.
RETRIEVING A MARKER
Open AccuMark Explorer.
1. Right mouse button on TESTMARKER or LADIES-BLOUSE marker items.
2. To select a marker from the list, highlight the marker name using the mouse, and right mouse
button Open.
SELECTING AND SLIDING PIECES IN MARKING
Move the mouse cursor over the numbers below the pieces in the icon menu. The piece count will
highlight and the associated piece name and size will display in the status bar.
1. Select using the left mouse button.
2. When a piece is selected, the perimeter will become dotted and the piece will attach to the
mouse cursor.
3. To slide the piece into the marker, press and hold the left mouse button and draw a vector in
the direction desired. Release the mouse button.
4. The piece will move in the direction of the slide vector. If the piece fits into the area where it
was slid, it will place.
PLOTTING A MARKER
Use the Hardware Configuration icon to configure a plotter. Then open AccuMark Explorer.
1. From AccuMark Explorer, right-click on the marker LADIES-BLOUSE and select Send To
Plotter.
2. Press the green arrow or select PROCESS ALL from the File drop down menu.
Note: Auto Process is turned off by default enabling the plot form to display. If the plot form
does not appear, check the Plot Options.
3. If the plotter is online and properly configured it will begin plotting.
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Coordination of AccuMark Hardware and Software
You can only have one version of AccuMark Professional Edition (PE), AccuMark Advanced Edition (AE),
or AccuMark Image Edition (IE) installed and running on a system.
For PE and AE you can optionally install additional software including Blender for AccuMark 3D,
AccuPlan, AccuNest, AccuScan, MTM, and/or WinPlot software. IE is standalone and may not allow
additional products to be installed.
Check your entitlement and assure you have all the necessary security devices and licenses for all
products.
Supported Software
The following table shows version compatibility between releases of AccuMark and other related
software. Software versions listed are the earliest releases that are known to work with specific AccuMark
versions. A more recent version may exist.

AccuMark Release

11.0 / 11.1

12.0

12.1/12.2

13.0
February 2020

CSV Tools
Cutworks

11.0
9.0.1 or
higher
11.0
11.0
11.0
11.0
11.0
11.0

12.0
9.0.1 or
higher
12.0
12.0
12.0
12.0
12.0
12.0

12.1/12.2
9.0.1 or higher

13.0
9.0.1 or higher

12.1/12.2
12.1/12.2
12.1/12.2
12.1/12.2
12.1/12.2
12.1/12.2

13.0
13.0
13.0
13.0
13.0
13.0

6.x, 6.1, 7.0,
7.1, 7.2, 7.3,
7.4, 7.5

7.x, 8.x

7.x, 8.x

7.x, 8.x

MTM
Data Conversion Utility
Ultra Queue
WinPlot
AccuNest PE
AccuNest MC
YuniquePLM
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YuniquePLM V6 – Known Limitation: it was recently found that the marker image does not automatically
update in PLM 6.0. However, the users can right-click on the image and select Refresh. Or you can delete
that marker from the page and re-add it to the page and the image would be correct. There is a patch for
5.1.2 and the fix will be in 6.0.1.
Note: If using the YPLM Cloud Connector, then an additional script needs to be run against the Relational
Database that is in the Cloud to change the tables as needed. If it is not run, then the Cloud Connector
returns an error on invalid column data, and no data from the accessories page is pushed to the
database, the rest of the data is pushed without error. YPLM v7.5.0.37 contains this script for V11. It
does not affect AccuMark users prior to V11 if it is present.
Cutworks Version 9.0 and higher can open marker/model/piece data directly from an AccuMark v9 and
v10 Storage Areas as well as AccuMark v8 areas. Cutworks may have issues directly opening data from
a SQL subfolder, these directories may not display in the Cutworks look up dialog as selectable.
Cutworks Version 7.0.1.10 and higher can open AccuMark v9 and v10 Generic Plotfiles as well as
AccuMark v8 files.
All Cutworks versions (v3-v9) can open AccuMark v9 and v10 HPGL files as well as AccuMark v8 files.
Supported Plotters
The following plotters are directly supported on the AccuMark system:

AccuJet 510/520
Accuplot 100
Accuplot 300/310/320
Accuplot 350
Accuplot 700
Accuplot 700-CXS
Accuplot 700-VPS
APC-L800 (Zund-L800)
APC-XL800 (Zund-XL800)
APC-L1200 (Zund-L1200)
Gerber Infinity (Infinity)
Gerber Infinity II (inf-II)
Gerber Infinity 45
Gerber Infinity 85
Gerber MP series
HP DesignJet 600
HP DesignJet 700
HP Windows device driver
(hpwdev)
HP7440
HP7475A
HP7595 (generic)
HP7595 (hp7595)
Investronica P2000(inv_p2000)
Investronica Partner (INV_PART)

Lectra FlyPen(Lectra)
MicroJet 20/30
MicroJet 30W
MicroJet 60/85
MicroJet 60W/85W
Misomex
Mutoh AC-1650 (mutoh-ac)
SM-1000-1.5 (sample15)
SM-1000-2.0 (sample20)
SM-1000-2.5(sample25)
SM-1000-3.0x2 (samp30x2)
SP-100
SP-120
SP-150
SP-200
WildTA10
WildTA10b
WildTA10BL
WildTA40
WildTA400
WildTA500
Windows device driver(windev)
XLp Series Plotters

Note: Most plotters will accept an HPGL file directly for plotting. If a plotter model is not listed
here, the HPGL file format is an acceptable file format for submission to plotters not directly
supported.
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Software Status Update
Refer to the Configuration Notes and What’s New with AccuMark in the AccuMark documentation folder
for further up-to-date information relating to your software and installation.

Known Limitations
Markers with Images does not support Regen
In version 13.0.0, marker regeneration is not supported for markers containing images. Once the marker
has been regenerated, all the images will be removed. If a piece or order change occurs and the marker
needs to be updated, go back to the order and reprocess. This method will update the marker and retain
the correct image placement.
Colorways and Replace Image is not supported
Colorways provided the opportunity to create multiple image or surface design variations on a given
product. The Replace Image feature allows images to replaced at the order level. These two workflows
are not currently supported in conjunction.
Colorways and Save As Work session is not supported
Pattern Design has the option to save the work session to store the piece screen layout and currently
placed pieces. The colorways are not able to be stored in this work session file.
The Fabric Table assigned in a Model may need to be Saved prior to editing the Model to ensure the data
in the Fabric Table and Model are correctly aligned. If the data is not updated, the Model may close
unexpectedly during edits.
Hardware Configuration must be run on v12.1.0/12.2.0/13.0 after updating software from versions
prior to 12.1
Due to location changes for entries in the Windows Registry transitioning to 64 Bit implementation, run
Hardware Configuration to ensure the plotter and other peripheral location registry keys are updated.
Lectra V8 MDL file not supported
Lectra V8 mdl files are not supported. When attempting to import these mdl files through Pattern Design
or the Data Conversion Utility they will fail. It is important to note that the V8 mdl files are not backward
compatible within older versions of Lectra.
Unable to save PDF reports in AccuPlan for some languages
Cut Plan -> Generate PDF or Costing -> Generate PDF does not support multi-byte fonts like for Chinese
and is disabled when those operating systems are detected. You can use the Print -> Preview and Print > Save to XPS options for your reports. You can then use other XPS viewers or applications and save as
PDF files.
AccuMark V9 Storage Areas
Beginning with AccuMark version 9 you can create V9 Storage Areas and these areas display each data
item name individually. DO NOT use any application other than AccuMark to manipulate these individual
data items, including but not limited to using Windows Explorer to copy, move, delete, rename any
individual data item. DATA CORRUPTION and DATA LOSS will occur.
Maximum number of characters for SQL and subfolder pathnames
The user registry key HKEY_CURRENT_USER subkey names have a maximum length for the whole
path of 260 bytes. Therefore, the registry key cannot hold the maximum of 10 subfolders each with 20
character names containing 40 bytes (maximum for Chinese subfolder names). You can still use the
maximum of 10 levels of subfolders with shorter names.
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AccuMark V9 Plot Files
Plot files generated from AccuMark version 9.0 and higher, especially in generic format, are not
backwards compatible. Therefore, these plot files should not be imported into storage areas from an
AccuMark system on V8.5 and lower. If the files are to be plotted on a plotter workstation, they should be
submitted using Winplot V9.0 or higher. If plot files are being created for Cutworks, be aware version 9
plot file support is available in Cutworks 7.0.1.10 or higher.
Also, plot queue management is of particular importance. If a mixed environment of AccuMark version
8.X and 9.0 or higher is necessary during the transition to AccuMark version 9.0 and higher, the
AccuMark plot queue must be configured on a Version 9 or higher system.
If your plotter is attached to a plot only station with Winplot installed, be sure to update to Winplot V9.0 or
higher is present. If the plotter is attached to an AccuMark station, then ensure AccuMark 9.0 or higher is
installed on that pc. This will ensure all V9.0 systems networked to the plotter can see and use the
configured plot queues.
Data Backwards Compatibility
If features/functions are used on data that were not found in prior versions of software, this data may not
open/retrieve. Export data from a V9 format to V8 to remove these features, but be aware there may be
underlying data incompatibility if attempting to send data back to very old software version.
Export V9 Models / Pieces to V8
V9 storage area support point IDs ranging from 0-30000, and V8 storage areas support point IDs ranging
from 0-9999. In a piece in a V9 storage area has point ID(s) in the range of 10000-30000, when you
choose the piece or model to export to V8 storage area, it will fail to export and display the error message
“Error writing piece(s)” in the Export Results log. The message will be updated in the next release to
indicate the point ID range has been exceeded.
Configuration Error 1
Configuration error 1 may occur if the user does not have the adequate permissions to the AccuMark
folder and registry locations. Refer to the section about User Permissions for additional information and
how to set the appropriate permissions.
Configuration Error 2
If you are switching users on the same system a Configuration error 2 may occur. You should be able to
acknowledge the error and continue working with AccuMark software.

Office 365
Office 365 will not work with AccuMark Export Zip – Send to Mail recipient functions in V10.1, however it
may work for V10.2 and later. The workaround is to create zip files and attach to email outside of AMExplorer.
Measure Charts with Multiple Tabs without MS Office
If using measure charts with multiple tabs on a system without a current version of Microsoft Office, the
“2007 Office System Driver: Data Connectivity Components” should be installed to avoid potential PDS
software crashes. The free download is available from Microsoft:
http://www.microsoft.com/en-us/download/details.aspx?id=23734
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To install this download:
1. Download the file by clicking the Download button (above) and saving the file to your hard disk.
2. Double-click the AccessDatabaseEngine.exe program file on your hard disk to start the setup
program.
3. Follow the instructions on the screen to complete the installation.

New model components only allowed in V9 storage areas
It may be possible to add a sketch to a model in a V8 storage area. However, you will continuously lose
reference and the picture associated with the sketch.
Only models in V9 storage areas are allowed to contain the new sketch component. This is as designed.
Updates for the next release will not allow the user to add sketches to models in V8 storage areas.
Point Number Limitation
Users can assign special point numbers for features such as matching or alterations. These user defined
point numbers cannot exceed 28,000. The user will be prompted that the valid point range is 1-28,000.
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Fabric Tables
As software updates are made, new fields may be added to the Fabric Table that are not backwards
compatible. This may cause issues in environments with mixed versions of software accessing shared
Fabric Tables, for example a user with V10.3.0 opening and saving a table created by a user with V10.4.0
may cause corruption issues.

Costing Marker with Active Sizes
Running costing marker with Smallest/Base/Largest size may not properly choose the Base Size if the
model has active sizes defined. The sizes can be selected manually.

Rename Mode Cancel
Changes in the Model Editor to Category and Description are not maintained when made prior to
switching from Rename Mode and cancelling to remain in that mode. The change must be made again
once the Model is in Rename Mode again.

Model Options
Model Option names cannot be changed when duplicate categories are found in the Model and
highlighted.

Plotting Trim Images
If the trim image contains very light areas near the edges, these light areas may not plot fully.

Plotting Marker Border Annotation
The last character of the marker border is lost when plotting a marker. This will be corrected in an
upcoming release. The work around is to add an additional character, such as an underscore or dash to
the end of the annotation string to plot.

F Rotation Lines and Notches
Pieces with F Rotation may not be properly oriented in Easy Marking if the Notch Shape is displayed. If
data contains F lines, we do recommend to set the Notch display to Default or None. Beginning with
v12.0, with the notch setting is set to Shape, pieces with an F line have the correct orientation.
Existing markers created on prior software versions must be regenerated to correct the
orientation.

F Rotation Lines with Images
Pieces with F Rotation lines will not display images correctly. Avoid using F lines on pieces that will have
an image applied.

AccuMark Explorer toolbar gets distorted
Somehow your address bar and filter text boxes get distorted and are not
easy to access:
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To get back the arrows and expander bars in the Filter at the top of AM Explorer, remove these two
registry entries: "DataTypesWidth", "FilterWidth" from the registry key
[HKEY_CURRENT_USER\Software\Gerber\Amxplore]

AccuMark Marker Data open in the C200 software
AccuMark Marker Data open directly in the C200 cutter software may have overlapped pieces especially
if the internal cut out H was used in the Marker.
The alternate procedure for these instances is to create cut data in the AccuMark and use this cut file on
the cutter, not the AccuMark marker directly.
AccuMark Layrule Process, AutoMark, and AccuNest
If an instance of YuniuqePLM is configured but for some reason the connection is no longer valid or
cannot be made, AccuMark storage of markers by AutoMark and AccuNest will fail. Processing a marker
with Layrules will result in an unmade marker, as the Layrule will not be applied. The solution for these
cases is to ensure the connection is accurate and to remove obsolete instance configurations.
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Correction for Inadvertent Storage Area Locks
At times users may experience their storage areas getting locked, without them physically applying a lock
to the storage area. The userroot folder would change to a gray color with a lock icon on it.

This may have happened as a result of the programs or applications not being able to get to the security
key or license, for example the user tried to start AccuMark Explorer before plugging in the security key or
the USB port where the security key is plugged into went to sleep.
Another possible reason is that DataScan (the program that refreshes the list of userroot storage areas)
ran before the user’s drives or devices were available, or DataScan was prevented from running (for
example, the virus protection software denied the executable to run or stopped it from running because it
is in the startup menu).
We have updated the DataScan program and the checking for the security key and licenses so that they
will no longer apply an unplanned lock to the storage areas.
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V9 Storage Areas
With the introduction of AccuMark version 9.0, a new data format was introduced to allow long data item,
storage area and option names, piece bookmarks, images, double-grading, 3D capabilities and many
other features that are not supported in older data formats. Version 9 storage areas also have
performance improvements through a new efficient data format and no physical AccuMark size limits.
For these new features to be utilized, data had to be created in a V9 Storage Area. In addition, v8 storage
areas have limitations for the number of data items per storage area as well as potential file locking
issues when sharing data across network drives with many users because of the older data format and
can exhibit performance hurdles.
Beginning with the release of AccuMark V9.0 software, data in V7 Storage Areas became “Read Only,”
which meant no new data could be written into that older structure. New data could only be created in V8
or V9 storage areas. The same approach will be taken to phase out version 8 storage areas. Initially
version 8 storage areas will become read-only, and we will remove the ability to create v8 storage areas.
If you exchange data with vendors, now is the time to prepare an upgrade plan for you and your vendors.
Ongoing enhancements for AccuMark data are being implemented for data stored in V9 Storage Areas.
Users are being encouraged to use V9 Storage Areas for all new data being created to fully utilize the
powerful new features being
developed.

Existing V7 and V8 Storage Areas can easily be upgraded to a V9 format beginning in AccuMark version
10.4.0 through the File – Options in AccuMark Explorer.
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AccuMark 13.0 - Changes since 12.2
In addition to the listed software corrections, an increase in the maximum number of allowed piece
categories has been added for this version. Now when generating markers from a marker order, support
is increased to 600 categories. When attaching markers support has been added for up to 690
categories.
Note: Markers that exceed the prior limitations cannot be opened in older versions of AccuMark software.

Annotation
AMMS-8139
A QR Code in a PLT file can now be scanned if the annotation includes a "Newline"
AutoMark
AMMS-6895
The AutoMark Report will now display block fuse pieces without overlap in the resulting marker.
Block Buffer
AMMS-7596
The Block Buffer value will be correctly updated when notation (Metric/Imperial) is changed.
Cut Generation
AMMS-8662
Corrected the Cut file path forward slash to a back slash so it can be read/scanned properly.
Cut Plot
AMMS-7655
The separator (.) will be maintained when copying/pasting cut plot name in the form.AMMS-6504
Improved the support of curved lines when importing ASTM DXF files generated by a Lectra v8 system.
Database Engine
AMMS-2008
Speed improvements have been made for AM -> YPLM/YSM integrations to only send .wmf thumbnails
shortening the time to send data
Easy Marking
AMMS-7426
A Block Fuse notch will now be added on the lowest left point of the block fuse
AMMS-7503
A setting has been added to disable the prompt on exit if no changes are made to the marker.
AMMS-8225
A new instance of Easy Marking will no longer be opened when regenerating marker from a SQL Storage
Area.
AMMS-8654
Pieces with F rotation are now being properly rotated into the correct alignment, so overlaps will not
occur.
AMMS-8805
When using Save As 1:1, trim and label are now displayed in BMP file format.
AMMS-7649
Edge images no longer display with gaps on curved lines in Easy Marking.
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Easy Order
AMMS-7571
Corrected a data specific order entry failure.
AMMS-8011
When choosing Single Size Markers, selecting Yes or Yes to All, will no longer is display error of "Object
reference not set to an instance of an object".
AMMS-7866
When using F2 to link to the notch table, the selected one displays, not the default P-Notch.
AMMS-8706
Corrections made to ensure the marker prefix is limited to 40 characters and the order name is limited to
50 characters for V9 storage area data.
AMMS-8707
Alteration sizes will now appear if defined in Easy Order default settings.
Easy Plan
AMMS-7641
Now with the default marker name, the size order in cut plan is the same as that set in Step 2.
Explorer
AMMS-8396
The Marker Status was incorrect when Importing from a Zip file the first time, this issue has been fixed to
properly keep the marker status on import.
AMMS-8068
AccuMark Explorer's Quick View no longer fails on Windows 10 1809 Simplified Chinese operating
systems.
AMMS-5266
Fixed a problem in Advanced Edition to be able to upgrade V7 and V8 storage areas correctly.
AMMS-6993
Fixed the issue where the cursor would jump around in AccuMark Explorer's content pane on Windows
10 OS while marqueeing and scrolling.
AMMS-7031
Speed improvements have been made for opening models that have multiple rule tables
AMMS-7144
Save As w/Components for models properly keeps the sketch that is asociated with the existing model to
the new model.
AMMS-7001
AccuMark Explorer's Preview Pane can properly display Edge corners and their images.
AMMS-7016
AccuMark Explorer's Preview Pane can properly display Edge finishes even with F rotations.
AMMS-7254
The File dialogs now use the same sorting as seen in AccuMark Explorer for consistency.
AMMS-8411
Previously the AccuMark Explorer's marquee functionality wouldn't work if you had an item selected, now
this has been fixed to allow user to marquee items.
AMMS-7392
Open Next/Open Previous now work properly for Cyrillic characters on Russian language system.
AMMS-7367
AccuMark Explorer now maintains the highlight on the selected item after sorting
AMMS-7321
AccuMark Explorer is able to export zip and import zip to/from a folder that has # in its name
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Hardware Configuration
Multiple plotters can now be configured without parsing errors on Windows 10 V1803 and V1809.
Images
AMMS-8001
Images can now be added to older data in V9 Userroot storage areas.
Installation
AMMS-8009
Support Tool: amcleaner is available in the Utility folder of the software, this tool helps fix AM install &
uninstall issues.
Marker Plot
AMMS-7451
Group separation values will be saved even if the cursor focus remains in this field when saving.
AMMS-7463
When choosing only QR codes to be plotted on pieces, the text will no longer also be plotted.
AMMS-7555
When expressed in millimeters, the marker length in marker annotation is now correct.
AMMS-7462
Added space to allow QR code to be scanned with text present.
AMMS-7388
Decreased the empty space below a QR code.
AMMS-8137
The marker length is now correctly plot when using Meters/Cm in Plot option.
AMMS-8143
Added the equivalent of one space/line between QR and text info.
AMMS-6859
Mirrored/Flipped trim image will now be plotted correctly when plotting a marker with "plot PDS images"
on.
Marking Wizard
AMMS-7754
The storage area name can now be manually entered in the Marker Wizard.
Matching
AMMS-7652
Comments for the Matching Rules in the editor will now be printed.
Model
AMMS-8033
Users are able to copy values from Excel to Model editor.
AMMS-8434
Model Editor's Fabric Table no longer gets reset to a default table in the default install folder, thus
allowing users to have fabric tables anywhere on system.
AMMS-8467
Change Piece Descriptions in Model are now kept if Rename Mode is On.
AMMS-7017
Order Process no longer gives an invalid error when processing an order for a size that is setup as a
default option
AMMS-7862
Users would inadvertently get an additional optimistic concurrency warning when opening models in
model editor/PDS for subfolders, this has been fixed.
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AMMS-7291
Since sketches are not allowed for version 8 storage area, the ability to add a sketch has been removed
when editing models.
AMMS-7240
In the model editor limits are enforced for comments, when typing it stops taking characters after 50
characters have been entered.
AMMS-7197
Comment fields now allow all characters and no longer checks for character-type validation.
AMMS-7068
In the model editor, View- Reset Columns will also restore the column widths
Open/Open With
AMMS-8227
Speed improvements have been made for opening models that have hundreds of models options in the
model editor and in PDS.
Order
AMMS-7609
Right and Left arrow keys now work in Width field in the Order Editor.
Other
AMMS-6735
Improvements have been made for enumerating network drives designated as the default Storage Area in
the Digitizing Processing Options.
Piece Plot
AMMS-6717
When plotting Grade Rule numbers, if a piece has grading in only one dimension, 0-0-0 will no longer be
plot to indicate no defined grading value for the other dimensions.
PLM Integration
AMMS-8588
Model comments with double quotes are able to be seen in PLM
Reports
AMMS-7025
Seam for cutouts are now shown correctly in the One-Piece report.
AMMS-7280
New Reports: if a configuration is deleted, but currently in use - the report configuration will be renamed to
"Untitled Configuration" giving you the chance to update or save new report configuration.
AMMS-7333
New Reports: the "size name" column was inadvertently displayed twice when using the "totals"
functionality and has been fixed to only display once.
AMMS-7915
New Reports: Unit information has been added in column headers for printing, in print preview and in
generated CSV files.
AMMS-8659
The NEW reports now have information about Sew lines, Internals including Labels, etc. Seams can be
viewed in the Preview Pane.
Rule Based Marking
AMMS-6923
Units remain sticky in the Pre-Marking rule fields.
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System
AMMS-6914
Sort order will be maintained in the File related dialogs, for example: Click on Date column, close the
dialog then reopen and the information will still be sorted by date.
User Environment
AMMS-7621
The maximize button is now enabled in the User Environment Print Preview window.
AMMS-7617
Hotkeys to open the next and previous User Environment Parameter Table in a storage area now function
as expected.
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AccuMark PDS 13.0 - Changes since 12.2
Advanced
APDS-6021
Smooth Composite no longer changes the shape of closest line.
Alterations, Create, Seam
APDS-5169
Corrections have been made for pieces containing line label H cutout internals including seams on altered
sized and perimeter lines.
Alterations, Measure
APDS-6900
Opening a model that contains altered size in PDS with POM will no longer cause PDS to crash.
ASTM/AAMA
APDS-6762
In PDS, "Selected Size" now works the same when Exporting ASTM/AAMA with Graded Nest as in DCU.
Costing Marker
APDS-3133
The marker width field in Costing Marker is now sticky, the last entered value will remain when closing
and reopening the dialog box.
Create, Piece
APDS-5649
A ruffle piece with zero distance between spirals and no Fabric assigned now displays with fill .
APDS-6125
Improvements have been made for Creating Curved Intersection
APDS-6426
Copy line no longer produces incorrect grading on tangent notches.
APDS-6684
Creating a horizontal or vertical line will now stop at the selected line.
Darts, Modify, Piece
APDS-6099
After splitting a piece with fabric assigned, Darts and Fullness objects are maintained for the newly
created piece.
DXF
APDS-3864
Improvements for Importing Standard DXF files, to maintain pieces and internal lines of closed pieces.
Edit
APDS-5234
"Launch AccuMark Creator" is now available to be added as a function to Custom Toolbars
Export
APDS-6002
Exporting IGES files no longer causes the PDS window to suddenly close.
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File
APDS-6380
Fixed Optimistic Concurrency message inadverently appearing when saving between 2D & 3D windows
with the same user on the same system
APDS-6686
Previously PDS would crash on specific model data containing model options, the crash has been fixed
for this kind of data.
Grade
APDS-3839
Copy Size Line with show grading nest will no longer cause target piece distort.
APDS-5788
An error is no longer displayed when performing Edit Delta for the endpoint of a closed cutout internal.
APDS-6080
Copy Size Line no longer fails to work properly when an alphanumeric size line contains some numeric
sizes.
APDS-6749
Measure Area with Select regions option no longer gives wrong order number.
APDS-6752
Copy Nest Rule now works correctly with rotate axes.
APDS-6756
Flip X/Y with one graded point will no longer modify the grading of another point.
APDS-6924
Edit "Active Sizes" in Model Editor will no longer get "Out of memory" error if there are pieces in the
model with different base size.
Image
APDS-3468
Internal Lines remain visible when moving fabric images on pieces.
APDS-6343
Both mirrorred sides of a piece will no longer incorrectly display a label image if unfolding the mirror then
rotating or flipping piece
APDS-6582
The direction of Edge finish images are now displayed symmetrically on mirrored piece in PDS, as in
Easy Marking.
Lectra
APDS-5930
Importing Lectra data with Create Cut Creation will no longer cause the seam property to be lost in PDS
Line
APDS-2636
Internals that intersect two perimeter lines can now be clipped correctly.
APDS-5325
Data specific correction for an H cut out to ensure the internal was properly closed.
APDS-6341
The apply button will now work to modify a line length.
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Measure
APDS-3938
Improved the responsiveness and performance of large measurement charts.
APDS-6369
Distance 2 Lines can now be be added into POM for a newly created piece
APDS-6370
POM of Perimeter and Area Regions can now be copied to newly created pieces.
APDS-6678
Turn ON Show Size Tooltip no longer causes the measurements to be different from the work area and
measure box.
APDS-6972
Resolved an application crash when measuring area or perimeter with regions.
Modify
APDS-4778
Piece fill will no longer be lost when applying a notch shape.
APDS-5189
When a piece is split through an internal cut out (H), the split line internal is now correctly identified as
part of the new perimeter.
APDS-6114
An image will now keep its position, realign grain will work independently.
APDS-6688
Clip line will now keep the expected part.
Notch
APDS-5395
Adding a standard notch on the endpoint of a cutout will no longer incorrectly change the closed cutout to
open.
APDS-6620
PDS will no longer crash when notch shape is set on but the Notch type is not defined in notch table.
APDS-6670
Tangent notches added on an internal line will display the correct grading after flipping the piece
Other
APDS-5846
Corrected data specific intersection errors.
Pleats/Fullness
APDS-5925
Create Fullness on a mirrored piece will no longer result in a PDS crash while saving.
Plot – PDS
APDS-5323
Multiple selection is now supported to allow more than one size to be placed in the plot form.
APDS-5923
Improved the appearance of grade point numbers plotted for graded trim images.
APDS-6895
Trim images with rotation can now be plotted as expected.
Preferences
APDS-6256
Updated Plot - Preferences - Character Size to allow for the proper measurement when unit- Metric: cm =
7.62, and when unit- Metric: mm = 76.2
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Seam
APDS-5205
Copying point attribute will not copy to all the points of a seam corner
System
APDS-6495
Speed improvements have been made for opening Models with a lot of Multi-graded Pieces
Translation
APDS-1287
CostMark-console resources are available for translations and the translated file is installed with the
language packages
APDS-5790
New text & strings added into the Batch Image Replacement application are available for translation.
User Interface
APDS-5905
Correct a text display of "Attributes" while recording Edit Point Information
APDS-6261
Added tooltips to many functions that were not displaying them previously.
Verify
APDS-5459
A Closed H cutout on the walk piece will display during Walk Piece
APDS-5734
Copy to Clipboard will now paste the full PDS work area in Paint
APDS-6446
When using Walk Piece with the RMB option, "Mobile to Stationary" is no longer disabled.
Wizard
APDS-5198
Corrected a display issue of the Wrong Flip numbers in the Piece Menu bar after editing the script with an
invalid flip number.
APDS-5922
Playback of Draft Trace with "Clip Internals by Perimeters" will no longer display "Unsupported Selection
Internals"
APDS-6274
The Fabric image will no longer be removed from original piece after play back of a script with trace
pieces.
APDS-6321
Scrolling with the middle mouse button during recording Tangent Off Line/Tangent 2 Circles no longer
causes PDS to crash
APDS-6358
Move thumbtacks during playback now displays correctly.
APDS-6780
Playback of a script that contains Costing Marker will no longer crash.
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PDS Network License Reservation
If connected to a network license with fewer 3D / Draft features than total number of features for all the
users on the network license, a prompt will be displayed to users so they can properly assign those
features to the users who need them. This prompt is displayed only once the very first time the user
invokes PDS and if the feature(s) are available for allocation.

At startup of PDS, after the splash screen, users on that network license are presented with a prompt for
optionally allocating (using) a license for 3D and/or Draft. Checked-on will assign that feature functionality
to that user. Selecting OK without checking these features will not reserve these applications for the user.
To remove the selection, go into Edit-Preferences - General tab- and deselect the choice(s) no longer
needed in the “Reserve Features section of the dialog. A restart of PDS is required to release the
deselected features/functions.

The users of the network license are not informed when the feature(s) are released, the user who needs
the feature will only know the feature(s) is available on startup of PDS if the prompt is displayed.
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Software Components Acknowledgements
AvalonDock
Copyright (c) 2007-2010, Adolfo Marinucci
All rights reserved.
THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"
AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED
WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.
IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,
INDIRECT,
INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,
PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS
INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,
STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE
USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

PDF Clown COPYRIGHT
Copyright © 2006-2015 Stefano Chizzolini. Some rights reserved.
PDF Clown source code can be obtained from: http://www.pdfclown.org
PDF clown is licensed under LPGL v3
This code is covered by the GNU LGPL v3. Please read the terms of this license (see README files included in the
downloadable distribution) before altering or copying the source code.
GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 3, 29 June 2007
Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. http://fsf.org/ Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute
verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed. This version of the GNU Lesser General
Public License incorporates the terms and conditions of version 3 of the GNU General Public License, supplemented
by the additional permissions listed below.
0. Additional Definitions.
As used herein, "this License" refers to version 3 of the GNU Lesser General Public License, and the "GNU GPL"
refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.
"The Library" refers to a covered work governed by this License, other than an Application or a Combined Work as
defined below.
An "Application" is any work that makes use of an interface provided by the Library, but which is not otherwise based
on the Library. Defining a subclass of a class defined by the Library is deemed a mode
of using an interface provided by the Library.
A "Combined Work" is a work produced by combining or linking an Application with the Library. The particular
version of the Library with which the Combined Work was made is also called the "Linked
Version".
The "Minimal Corresponding Source" for a Combined Work means the Corresponding Source for the Combined
Work, excluding any source code for portions of the Combined Work that, considered in isolation, are based on the
Application, and not on the Linked Version.
The "Corresponding Application Code" for a Combined Work means the object code and/or source code for the
Application, including any data and utility programs needed for reproducing the Combined Work from the Application,
but excluding the System Libraries of the Combined Work.
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1. Exception to Section 3 of the GNU GPL.
You may convey a covered work under sections 3 and 4 of this License without being bound by section 3 of the GNU
GPL.
2. Conveying Modified Versions.
If you modify a copy of the Library, and, in your modifications, a facility refers to a function or data to be supplied by
an Application that uses the facility (other than as an argument passed when the facility is invoked), then you may
convey a copy of the modified version:
a) under this License, provided that you make a good faith effort to ensure that, in the event an Application does not
supply the function or data, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful,
or
b) under the GNU GPL, with none of the additional permissions of this License applicable to that copy.
3. Object Code Incorporating Material from Library Header Files.
The object code form of an Application may incorporate material froma header file that is part of the Library. You may
convey such object code under terms of your choice, provided that, if the incorporated material is not limited to
numerical parameters, data structure layouts and accessors, or small macros, inline functions and templates (ten or
fewer lines in length), you do both of the following:
a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the object code that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its
use are covered by this License.
b) Accompany the object code with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license document.
4. Combined Works.
You may convey a Combined Work under terms of your choice that, taken together, effectively do not restrict
modification of the portions of the Library contained in the Combined Work and reverse engineering for debugging
such modifications, if you also do each of the following:
a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the Combined Work that the Library is used in it and that the Library and
its use are covered by this License.
b) Accompany the Combined Work with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license document.
c) For a Combined Work that displays copyright notices during execution, include the copyright notice for the Library
among these notices, as well as a reference directing the user to the copies of the GNU GPL and this license
document.
d) Do one of the following:
0) Convey the Minimal Corresponding Source under the terms of this License, and the Corresponding Application
Code in a form suitable for, and under terms that permit, the user to recombine or relink the Application with a
modified version of the Linked Version to produce a modified Combined Work, in the manner specified by section 6 of
the GNU GPL for conveying Corresponding Source.
1) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the Library. A suitable mechanism is one that (a) uses at
run time a copy of the Library already present on the user's computer system, and (b) will operate properly with a
modified version of the Library that is interface-compatible with the Linked Version.
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e) Provide Installation Information, but only if you would otherwise be required to provide such information under
section 6 of the GNU GPL, and only to the extent that such information is necessary to install and execute a
modified version of the Combined Work produced by recombining or relinking the Application with a modified
version of the Linked Version. (If you use option 4d0, the Installation information must accompany the Minimal
Corresponding Source and Corresponding Application Code. If you use option 4d1, you must provide the Installation
Information in the manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL for conveying Corresponding Source.)
5. Combined Libraries.
You may place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side by side in a single library together with other
library facilities that are not Applications and are not covered by this License, and convey such a combined library
under terms of your choice, if you do both of the following:
a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based on the Library, uncombined with any other
library facilities, conveyed under the terms of this License.
b) Give prominent notice with the combined library that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining where
to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.
6. Revised Versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License.
The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License
from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address
new problems or concerns.
Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library as you received it specifies that a certain
numbered version of the GNU Lesser General Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the option
of following the terms and conditions either of that published version or of any later version published by the Free
Software Foundation. If the Library as you received it does not specify a version number of the GNU Lesser General
Public License, you may choose any version of the GNU Lesser General Public License ever published by the Free
Software Foundation.
If the Library as you received it specifies that a proxy can decide whether future versions of the GNU Lesser General
Public License shall apply, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of any version is permanent authorization for
you to choose that version for the Library.

Cairo Graphics
Easy Marking 1:1 file as a pdf is provided with code courtesy of CAIRO graphics, Copyright © 1995-2013
Jean-loup Gailly and Mark Adler. For details:
http://www.cairographics.org/
https://www.gnu.org/licenses/old-licenses/lgpl-2.1-standalone.html

Magick.NET / ImageMagick
Export Images is supported with code courtesy of Magick.NET 7.5.0.0, Copyright © 2018 Dirk Lemstra.
For details:
https://github.com/dlemstra/Magick.NET/blob/master/License.txt
ImageMagick is associated with Magick.NET and is copyright © 1999-2018 by ImageMagick Studio LLC,
version 7.0.8-3 beta. For details:
https://github.com/ImageMagick/ImageMagick/blob/7.0.8-3/LICENSE
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NDesk.Options
NDesk.Options 0.2.1 is copyright © (2011?) NDesk; for more details:
https://opensource.org/licenses/mit-license.php

Newtonsoft.Json
Newtonsoft.Json 11.0.0.0/11.0.1 is Copyright © 2018 by James Newton-King. For details:
https://raw.githubusercontent.com/JamesNK/Newtonsoft.Json/master/LICENSE.md

Eigen
Beginning with the 3.1.1 version, Eigen is licensed under the MPL2 license. Common questions
about the MPL2 are answered in the official MPL2 FAQ.
https://www.mozilla.org/en-US/MPL/2.0/

Open Source Licenses
The full licensing information for Open Source software can be found in the “Licenses” folder located on
the root directory of the AccuMark Family software media or download.
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